The shape and size of a colonic polyp is a biomarker that correlates with its risk of malignancy and guides its clinical management. It is the most accurate method for detecting polyps of all sizes, and it allows biopsy of lesions and resection of most polyps, and it is considered nowadays as the gold standard for colon screening. However, there are still open challenges to overcome, such as the reduction of the missing rate. Colonoscopy images usually consist of nonrigid objects such as a polyp, and no approaches have been proposed to recovery shape and absolute size from a single image. Hence, it is a challenging topic to reconstruct polyp shape using computer vision technique. This paper proposes a polyp shape retrieval method based on Shape from Shading (SFS), and this research contributes to mitigating constraint for applying SFS to the single colonoscopy image using vascular border information. Experiments confirmed that the proposed method recovered approximate polyp shapes.
INTRODUCTION
A polyp guideline for the diagnosis, treatment, and surveillance for patients with colorectal polyps published originally in 1993 (Bond, 1993) , and it has been developing following evidence-based (Force, 1989) (Winawer et al., 1997) (Byers et al., 1997) . The guideline indicates that the shape and size of a colonic polyp is a biomarker that correlates with its risk of malignancy and guides its clinical management.
Endoscopy images usually consist of nonrigid objects such as a polyp so that applying photoclinometry based recovery approach is reasonable for the issue mentioned earlier. Shape from Shading (SFS) (Horn, 1989) is as one valuable approach based on photoclinometry. SFS uses the intensity of images directly to reconstruct the target object surface orientation from a single image. Some approaches (Iwahori et al., 2015) (Wu et al., 2010) reconstructed 3D shape from colonoscopy image based on SFS. The paper (Iwahori et al., 2015) proposed a polyp recovery approach using both photometric and geometric constraints assuming one light source colonoscopy. Another ap-proach (Usami et al., 2016) reconstructed polyp shape considering more actual colonoscopy, which has two light sources, and it used a neural network to modify the obtained surface gradients. In case of besides targeting polyp, the paper (Wu et al., 2010) proposed a 3D shape recovery method for an artificial spine.
SFS and colonoscopy image are compatible on the first sight, but there are constraints for applying SFS to colonoscopy image. Those approaches need some parameters like a depth Z from colonoscopy lens to the surface, and surface reflectance coefficient C Furthermore, those approaches assume the whole surface which has same the C and the Lambertian surface. This research contributes mitigating constraint for applying SFS to the colonoscopy regardless of generating Lambertian image processing based on vasculature structure and its border. The outline of this paper is as follows. Firstly, an assumed observation system and photometric constraints are introduced. In the next, preprocessing and approaches which obtaining parameters using vascular are described for polyp shape retrieval. In the experiment, evaluation is conducted using actual colonoscopy images. Finally, conclude the proposed approach and discuss future works in conclusion.
ALGORITHM
The proposed approach assumes an observation system of two light source colonoscopy for polyp shape recovery, and consists of following steps.
Step0. Assume an observation system of two light source colonoscopy.
Step1. Estimate the camera parameters by conducting camera calibration.
Step2. Conduct specular highlight removal.
Step3. Conduct blood vessel extraction using U-net.
Step4. Obtain depth Z and reflectance coefficient C of blood vessels by estimating its horizontal plane, and using its geometric structure.
Step5. Obtain depth Z and reflectance coefficient C of intestinal-inner-walls using borders between blood vessels and optimization.
Observation System of Two Light Source Colonoscopy
The observation system of the colonoscopy is assumed to be a point light source and perspective projection. According to the actual environment of the colonoscopy, two light point sources are assumed as shown in Fig.1 . Here, let the coordinate of the center of the lens be (0,0,0), let both light source coordinate be s 1 = (a, b, 0) and s 2 = (c, d, 0), let f be focal length, let each distance from light source to surface be l 1 and l 2 . Let n be the normal surface vector. Image intensity E and reflectance coefficient C can be denoted Eq.(1) following illuminance inverse square law.
Eq.
(1) can be denoted using depth Z from the lens to the surface as following equations. Normal vector n on arbitrary point of diffuse reflectance surface can be represented Eq.(2). n = (p, q, −1)
Here, let each p, q be surface gradient.
Let arbitrary surface point be X,Y, Z, l 1 and l 2 can be represented
Both light source vector s 1 and s 2 on arbitrary point of diffuse reflectance surface can be denoted as follows.
World coordinate X, Y are represented by Eq.(8)
Substituting Eq.
(2)-Eq.(8) into Eq.(1), E and C can be denoted using Z as Eq. (9).
(9) The proposed method reconstructs the 3D shape from colonoscopy images postulated in the observation model. This Eq.(9) is used to solve each C of the blood vessel and the intestinal-inner-wall (Based on Eq.(16) and Eq. (26)).
Camera Calibration
Camera parameters of the colonoscopy are estimated. Estimating camera parameters of the colonoscopy is performed using multiple images of checkerboard taken by colonoscopy following existing camera calibration techniques (Zhang, 2000) (Heikkila and Silvén, 1997) . Fig.(2) shows examples of checker board image which taken by an colonoscopy is as shown in Fig. (2). Furthermore, positions of two light source on colonoscopy S 1 = (a, b, 0) and S 2 = (c, d, 0) are estimated by conducting optimization for a know sphere object image taken by the colonoscopy.
Specular Highlight Removal
The spectral energy distribution of the light reflected from the surface can be denoted as the product of the spectral energy distribution of the illumination and the surface reflectance. Following the dichromatic reflection model (Shafer, 1985) , the reflected light can be separated into two components specular and diffuse reflection. Specular components affect the result of shape recovery under SFS approach and, frequently arise on the colonoscopy image. The paper (Tchoulack et al., 2008) proposed the specular components removal method on colonoscopy image by conducting the in-painting process to specular components. Modified region by in-painting process lacks the surface information.
The diffuse color component has a characteristic that the maximum fraction of the diffuse color component in diffuse local patches in color images changes smoothly. Hence specular components can be removed by following this characteristic. Furthermore, the proposed approach obtains depth Z and reflectance coefficient C based using the border bet-ween blood vessels and intestinal-inner-walls. Specular components removal process should be done without removing the border between blood vessel and intestinal-inner-walls since the border information is used when reflectance coefficient C is estimated separately at each region around the border. The proposed approach removes specular components introducing bilateral filter based on the method (Yang et al., 2010) (Yang et al., 2015) .
Blood Vessel Segmentation
The proposed approach obtains depth Z and reflectance coefficient C using blood vessel information. As segmentation methods, some methods were proposed (Carreira and Sminchisescu, 2011) (Uijlings et al., 2013) (Ronneberger et al., 2015) . In this case, the desired output should include localization, i.e., a class label is supposed to be assigned to each pixel, and segmentation method should be applicable to vasculature structure. This paper proposes a method based on the U-net architecture (Ronneberger et al., 2015) .
The network architecture of the proposed method is shown in Fig.3 . The network architecture was constructed with less down sampling layers because the resolution of the targeted colonoscopy images is not high. The loss function is the cross-entropy and the neural network employees the stochastic gradient descent for optimization. The activation function after each convolutional layer is the Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU) and dropout of 0.2 are used between two consecutive convolutional layers.
Obtaining Depth Z and Reflectance
Coefficient C
The parameters Z and C for shape recovery under SFS approach are obtained by estimating blood vessel ho-rizontal plane locally with considering a horizontal plane in the observation system.
Estimation of the Horizontal Plane
The horizontal planes of columnar forms against lens can be obtained by considering the continuity of width from columnar centerline to both end of edge. The columnar width cropped by the horizontal plane against lens as shown in Fig.4 continues while the cropped region are horizon against lens. The horizontal planes of blood vessel can be obtained locally based on this property. The procedure of obtaining the horizontal plane is as follows.
Here, for the explicit description of the algorithm, Fig6 to Fig.9 show the procedure using an example of colonoscopy image with partial blood vessel.
Step1 Extract a blood vessel region in Fig.6 from the original image in Fig.5 .
Step2 Extract centerline of the blood vessel by performing line thinning processing as shown in Fig.7 .
Step3 Extract edge of blood vessel using morphology operation as shown in Fig.8 .
Step4 Draw a line orthogonal to the centerline and crop the line by both end of edge. Finally, extract continuous regions where the cropped line has the same width as shown in Fig.9 . 
Estimation of Blood
Vessel Z and C Fig.10 shows an observation model for obtaining depth parameter Z of the blood vessel using its horizontal plane. The depth Z from the colonoscopy lens can be calculated using the model with respect to the estimated horizontal plane of the blood vessel. The procedure for calculating parameter Z is described below. 
Similarly, ∠LS c P i can be obtained from Eq. (13).
The hypotenuse from the lens L to the center of the suture center S i in LS c S i , the distance LS c can be obtained from Eq.(14). Here, the distance P c S c is the same as the radius of blood vessel.
The distance from the lens L to the surface of the blood vessel P c can be obtained from Eq.(15). Here, P c S c is the same as the radius of blood vessel.
From LZP c ∼ LOI c , the depth Z can be obtained from Eq. (16).
Here, each surface gradient parameter p, q is obtained stand for the xz plane and the yz plane respectively. The gradient surface parameter p is obtained from a gradient of orthogonal line to the line passing L = (0, 0) and P c = ( Finally, substituting obtained Z, p, q and image intensity E to Eq.(9), C of the blood vessel is obtained. Here, horizontal plane sections where the same width continues more than 6 tracing the center line of medical suture were adapted as horizontal plane sections, and calculate MEAN and STD of both Z and C for each section, then, C is selected by the following process. C is confirmed in order from the section where the continuous section of the same width region is long and Z with less STD is obtained, and MEDIAN of C, where the outlier value is not obtained and with the low value of STD, is selected, and Smirnov-Grubbs test (Grubbs et al., 1950) was used for outliers.
Estimation of Intestinal-inner-wall Z and C
Assuming the blood vessel and the intestinal-innerwall have continuous surface, intestinal-inner-wall parameters Z and C are derived by using the boundary surface as shown in Fig.11 . Here, the red color in the figure is defined as a blood vessel region and Known point. Let an intestinal-inner-wall neighboring the blood vessel be a Trial point. Let a blood vessel point located x axis be a Known point K BL p . Let a blood vessel point located y axis be a Known point K BL q . A depth Z of a Trial point Z t can be represented using its surface gradient (p, q) and a Z of Known point as shown in Eq.(21). Here, ∆X = X t − X k , ∆Y = Y t −Y k . Z t = Z k + p∆X + q∆Y (21) Each ∆X, ∆Y denotes a distance of x axis and y axis respectively on the world coordinate system perspective projection as shown in Eq. (22). 
Finally, define f (p, q, a, b, c, d, f , Z) as Eq.(25) using Eq.(9), the surface reflectance coefficient C of intestinal-inner-wall is estimated by optimization using RANSAC (Fischler and Bolles, 1981) and Eq.(26) . Here, let p and q be surface gradient, let each light source coordinate be a, b, c, d, let f be fo focal length, let Z be the calculated depth and let E i be each real intensity E.
3 EXPERIMENT
Camera Calibration
The result of camera calibration is shown in Table. 1. The colonoscopy inner parameters as focal length, principal point and radial distortion were obtained by performing camera calibration.
Here, two parameters were obtained respectively because of aspect ratio. Positions of two light source on colonoscopy were estimated using sphere object image taken by the colonoscopy. Positions of two light source estimated are S 1 = (a : −5.001, b : 1.996, 0) and S 2 = (c : 5.001, d : 1.996.0).
Blood Vessel Extraction
The vessel probability of each pixel was obtained by averaging multiple predictions to improve the performance. With a stride of 5 pixels in both height and width, multiple consecutive overlapping patches were extracted in each test image. Then, the vessel probability was obtained for each pixel by averaging probabilities over all the predicted patches covering the pixel.
Evaluation was done using masked images created by manual drawing as ground truth. Fig.12 shows the results of colon blood vessel detection and overall accuracy of the prediction was 0.8432. From the result of blood vessel extraction, the proposed method extracted blood vessel region accurately.
Polyp Shape Reconstruction
Using blood vessel information and obtained parameters, polyp shape recovery was performed. There are some obstacles like as body part of the colonoscopy for shape recovery depend on the scene, so that colonoscopy images were cropped for applying the proposed method. Each original colonoscopy image are shown in Fig.14,18,22 , selected regions of blood vessel horizontal plane are shown in Fig.15,19,23 , shape recovery images are shown in Fig.16,20,24 and size measurement result image are shown in Fig.17,21 ,25. Each C has obtained as 89217, 118153, 23074, respectively. Compared with measured images after extraction and shape recovery result, approximate polyp shape was reconstructed using blood vessel information and obtained parameters.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a polyp shape recovery method which mitigated the constraint for applying SFS to the colonoscopy image based on the vasculature structure. The proposed approach assumed two light source endoscope according to the actual environment for polyp shape retrieval. Parameters for applying SFS, the camera inner parameters were obtained by conducted camera calibration, depth Z and reflectance coefficient C were obtained by estimating vascular horizontal plane and using its border of neighboring intestinal-inner-walls. From experiments, it is confirmed that the proposed method recovered approximate absolute polyp shape using vascular information and obtained parameters from a single endoscope image. Especially, regardless of generating Lambertian image processing, the proposed method realized polyp shape recovery from a single endoscope image.
